
Want more insights like this? Contact your NPD account representative, 
call us at 866-444-1411, or email contactnpd@npd.com. 

Do you have a brilliant new product idea or want to refresh an existing product? 
To make killer products people love, you need to distinguish winners from losers. 
No matter how cool your ideas look on paper, we can help you align your them with 
consumers’ wants and needs. Here’s a look at office supplies categories that 
recently posted some big wins …

Driving New Product 
Launch Success  

Our New Product Forecasting and Concept Testing services can help you assess and improve the sales 
potential of new or revamped products and services before you launch them. Our unmatched data and 
insights, complemented by deep industry expertise, help you avoid new product mishaps so you can 
anticipate obstacles and roll out winning products. 

Source: The NPD Group/Retail Tracking Service, 52 WE Jan. 4, 2020 (Excluding janitorial and breakroom)

Spurred on by consumers’ need 
for self-expression, innovative 

products like tattoo body markers 
helped drive 12% of the total 

growth within the marker 
category in 2019.

Consumers’ rising interest in 
sustainability is helping to drive 

sales of reusable notebooks, 
which more than tripled in dollar 

volume over a 3-year period. 
Reusable notebooks accounted for 
over 60% of growth within the other 
notebooks category 2 years in a row.

Reusable Notebooks

Tattoo Body MarkersLifestyle journaling’s mass appeal 
has contributed to doubling dollar 

volume for the organizer and planner 
accessories category 

Lifestyle Journaling

In 2019, highlighters’ 8% growth 
was tied to 3 new product 

introductions that contributed 
72% of the total growth. 
Consumer trends related 

to creative expression 
were behind these 
strong launches. 

Highlighters

60%
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2 years in a row in stores and 
e-commerce. New items such as 

 planning and organization-themed 
stickers have been part of 

the excitement.
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